
Upperclassmen lend a hand to help out next year's freshmen 
Christina Vallianatos 
Managing Editor 

Think back to those first days of 
freshman year: When you found out 
(the hard way) that there wasn't a 
D-hall; when you discovered that 
A209 is on the second floor; and 
when even sophomores sometimes 
seemed like seniors. 

Members of the Seahohn staff  

and administration have come up 
with a new program that hopes to 
eliminate most of these 
"challenges" freshmen today face by 
providing them with 
upperclassman mentors. Current 
sophomores and juniors were 
encouraged to apply to become 
mentors for next year's incoming 
freshmen class. The applications,  

consisting of a few basic questions 
about the applicant as well as a 
teacher recommendation, were 
submitted to Mr. Piper for 
approval, and within a week of the 
deadline students were informed 
whether or not they were selected. 

Junior Grade Holliday is one of 
the students selected as one of next 
year's mentors. "I think it helps to 
have someone to talk to who 
knows the ropes," she explains, 
"that's why I wanted to be a 
mentor." 

Apparently Grade isn't the 
only one feeling this way. 
Approximately 70 mentors were 
chosen to help out the roughly 300-
strong class of 2009. 

The program is designed to 
make the adjustment process of the  

freshmen from middle school into 

high school go more smoothly. The 
transition can be a very daunting 
milestone for students like 8th 
grader Ana Gonzales, who still  

finds the move up intimidating, 
even though she has an older sister 
Gena that is a junior. 

"I think it would be helpful to 
have an upperclassman mentor," 
says Ana, "because they could tell 
me about high school and what it's 
like." 

However, not everyone feels 
the same way. Freshman Devin 
Thorsby is impartial to the idea of 
having a mentor. "Either way I 
would get the hang of high school." 

Hopefully the new freshman 
mentor program will be a success. 
Groups of freshmen will be  

assigned to a pair of upperclassmen, 

eliminating any awkwardness and 
intimidation a one-on-one 
encounter ran bring. Tips about 
how to stay organized, getting 
through finals, and other important 
high school information will be 
passed on from student to student 
instead of from teacher to student, 
meaning kids are more likely to 
listen and take the information to 
heart. 

Looking back on his freshmen 
experiences, sophomore David 
Cook, one of next year's mentors, 
reflects that having an 
upperclassman to talk to would 
have helped a lot. 

"It would have made things 
easier. I think this program has a 
lot of potential." 
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Good clean fun with Stephen Kellogg and the SixeL s 
Alex Cutrin 
StaffsNriter 

If you've never heard of 
Stephen Kellogg, don't worry; 
there are few who have. Those 
select few, however, have a 
tendency to fall  in love with his 
band. 

Stephen Kellogg and the 
Sixers' new self-titled debut album 
is their first on a nationally 
recognized "big time" label. With 
their fingers crossed and their 
hearts in their throats, SK6ERS, as 
some of their more obsessive and 
blog-savvy fans know them, are 
hoping that the record, distributed 
by the media colossus Universal 
will slingshot them out of obscure 
venues on the east coast and into 
mainstream. 

I have recently had the 
opportunity to have a conversation 
with Kellogg at Universal's offices 
in Troy. The biggest impression I 
got was that he was just a normal 
guy trying to have a good time. 

In fact, when I asked him why 
he decided to become a musician, 
he said, 

SK: It's just a fun job. More 
than  some of the alternatives. 

AC: What jobs did you have 
before you became a musician? 

SK: [laughs] Oh, I had a bunch 
of sh--ty jobs.. .1 used to work 

at a kiosk that sold tickets to 
free concerts. 
AC: What's in your CD player 
right now? 

SK: Well, right now, I feel like 
me and the rest of the world 
are listening to the new Bright 
Eyes CD [I'm Wide Awake, It's 

Morning]...yeah, they're great. 
AC: If you had to pick a few 
bands, who would you say are 
your biggest influences? 
SK: All those 80's metal 
bands—White Snake, Def 
Leppard, you know. 
Don't get him wrong, though. 

It's easy to be confused at this last 
statement, looking at his picture. 
He looks Canadian and not hardcore at 

all, you're thinking. 
Well, in this case, looks aren't 

deceiving. Take a look at him and 

you can imagine the type of music 
he plays. His band toured with the 

likes of Jason Mraz, john Mayer, 
and O.A.R. Not the typical hair  
metal fan here, but the amazing 
level of energy SK6ERS cram into 
their shows (the famous,  

borderline-cliche 'Napoleon 
Dynamite' dance is commonplace 
onstage) makes for a spectacle 
reminiscent of Quiet Riot and the 
like. 

Sometimes, all that enthusiasm 
onstage has embarrassing 
consequences. At a recent show, 
Kellogg tells me, he knocked out 
one of his drummer's teeth while 
swinging his stratocaster around. 
But through it all, through all of 

Stephen Kellogg has openedfor John Mayer, 

G.A.R., and more 

the "sh—ty jobs", all the setbacks 
and embarrassing stage hijinks, 
Stephen and his ragtag band have 
pushed, sweated, and played their 
way to the top. 

Or, at least, they can see the 
top from here. 

But how's the music itself? you 
may be asking. Though Stephen 
• iit elf is a great guy, his music is  

not necessarily my cup of tea. 
Everything is solid, and it's obvious 
these musicians know what they're 
doing, but there's nothing on this 
CD that you can't find anywhere 
else. 

The lyrics are cute and 
`Avvww-w'-inspiring, but nothing 
really jumps out at me as being a 
distinctly 'Stephen Kellogg and the 
Sixers" musical moment. 

Not that he can't quickly turn 
suburban teenage girls into 
fanatical Ricers junkies, though. 
He's definitely got that aspect of 
his newly made rock star life down 
pat (I'm convinced he wrote 'Such 
a Way' with that in mind). 

So maybe I'm listening to it 
wrong. Or rather, maybe I'm not 

the ideal target audience of his 
genre of music. With this though in 
my head, I sampled the disc to 
some of my female friends, and 
sure enough, the turned into putty 
for his  crooning. 

There you have it, folks. If 
you're a teenage white girl, 
Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers are 
for you. But if you've never picked 
up a Three Doors Down album, 
then I'd hesitate before dropping 
your cash for a SK6ERS disc. 



....... .................. 

Ph otOpimon 
.:What is going tolkqpin,

,
in the next Harry 

Potter book? 

"Harry and Ron will 
discover a secret lab 
filled with portals that 
lead to Africa. There, 
they will congregate 
with numerous gorillas 
and teach them how to 
speak Portugese." 

Jake Keller '05 

- "Harry's going to fin 
out his parents are, 
alive and he's croiii 
to beat Voldemort." 

Megan Donlin '06 

arry iand 
Flernaione are going 
to fall in love and 
Ron is going to get 
jealous because he is 
in love with her too." 

Carly Stamp '07 

"There will be an 
attempted invasion 
of Hogwarts." 

Alexander johnson-Ktein,r08 

Harry's going to be 
working on some-

in potions and 
he's going to blow up 
Hermione, and then 
Ron's going to save 
her." 

Jay Markevich '05 

Letter to the Editor 
Reality Check 

Anneliese Bruegel 
StaffVVriter 

Dear Erica Harte: before I begin my meditation 
upon the reality of the musical world, let me start off 
with my most humble regards. I respect you as a 
musician and as a person and could say nothing higher 
of you. However, I do believe that you are the only 
person unqualified to defend the musical. You are the 
spotlight, you are the center, you are the heart and 
soul of the show, and, despite your best intentions, 
you cannot see the production as it is in reality.  to the 
humble masses. 

So, in consideration, as a member of the humble 
masses, I present a raging soapbox diatribe: the real 

show. It is time for a change. 
I think I shall start with the reality that the musical 

is a perfect model of a slave shop. As you say, rehearsals 
often do go long, however, the last week before the 
show, dark week, hell week, rehearsals went till eleven 
o'clock. We never ended earlier, and as for the set 
crew, several dedicated workers were there till one 
in the morning several times, I believe. In order to 
bring new light upon this horrendous mistreatment 
of students I shall quote directly from the student 
handbook: "Evening practices end by 8:00 p.m., 
permitting students to be alert for the next school 
day." Interesting is it not, this marvelous piece of 
fiction? I personally found what school policy had to 
say about the musical rehearsals highly entertaining — 
does the administration even know how unashamedly 
their own rules are being broken? 

As for getting homework done, you obviously have 
never spoken to a student in the pit orchestra! We get 
no breaks. There are no five, ten, or twenty minute 
pauses before our next scene. Not to mention that 
the confined spaces we played in (which almost forced 
us to restrict the number of players in the orchestra, 
a possibility you, Erica, said wasn't a part of this 
production) did not permit an atmosphere conducive 
to studying. Our break is your dinner break. I think I 
turned in two math assignments during the last few 
weeks before the opening of the musical, a situation 
that Mrs. Wilson did not let me off for. I believe that  

if you ask any teacher in the entire school I doubt a 
single one would say that the musical rehearsals have 
no effect on a student's ability to function, their grade 
points, or their test performance. 

When I searched out teachers who might have an 
opinion about the mindset of students during musical 
season or how it affects their class, I was met with a 
brick wall. One teacher, who asked to remain 
anonymous, told me that it was unsafe to talk out 
against the musical because it was regarded so highly 
by parents and by the school board. This particular 
teacher feared that speaking against this revered 
institution, the musical, could result in termination. 
The worry is no longer "do students feel safe at school?" 
but now "do teachers feel safe in school?"This fear of 
what will happen when one speaks out against the 
musical seems to pervade nearly everyone at Seaholm, 
and the fact that we are afraid to express our ideas, to 
practice our freedom of speech, should send off warning 
bells indicating that a change needs to be made. 

I move now to what I believe to be the most 
important issue in regard to the musical: its leadership. 
I have, after three years participating, found the 
directing staff to be harsh, cruel, and verbally abusive. 
I cannot believe that the school board would allow 
adults to treat or speak to students the ways that I 
have witnessed. If! saw my child being treated as such, 
I would bring down the wrath of God faster than you 
could blink. 

I have seen several freshmen yelled at, screamed 
at, and reamed out. Simply because a student has to 
be home at nine, they are regarded as lazy and 
unmotivated. This particular freshman that I have in 
mind, I remember, was forced to go home because 
her parent required it. The result? A director singled 
her out and fell upon her like a vulture to a rotting 
carcass. 

Another event also comes to mind, one from this 
year's production. It was the Wednesday night rehearsal 
and show, when, after the performance, a director 
came up to the Pit afterwards, picked out about half a 
dozen students and loudly berated them for "ruining 
her show."They were humiliated and alienated in front 
of almost the entire audience who were just leaving 
the auditorium. The director didn't even have the 
courtesy to wait until the public had left to beat us 
into the ground. 

Continued on page 3. 
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Democ:acy wall showcases lack of respect 
Katie Savage 
StaffVVriter 

One of the worst excuses, in my opinion, is 
"things are just like that." When you have that sort 
of response to things, you've removed a 

fundamental aspect not only of democracy, but also 
of life itself. And that is questionable. I think we all 
know that feeling—that bit of a nag you feel when a 
teacher or spokesperson is explaining something 
that you just don't get? Like when an acronym is 
mentioned, or a word is dropped that you've never 
heard before, and your mind stumbles along during 
that conversation as it tries to grapple with the 
phrase or word you missed. Or maybe during a 
conversation where someone says something that 
doesn't sit well with you, like a joke you found 
more offensive than funny, or an assumption you 
knew was wrong. Or when a decision is made that 
you don't agree with. 

When you just shrug your shoulders and say 
"things are just like that," or "people are just going 
to be that way," or accept that you don't understand 
or agree, you're slowly dismantling something 
great in your life. Something so large it's a wonder 
you overlook it. That is you as an individual: your 
knowledge, your opinions, your values and beliefs. 

When you accept not knowing, or not stepping 
up and saying something, you're willingly agreeing 
to be that much less intelligent. You're agreeing to 
allow otherrfo walk all over what you value, or 
know is right or wrong. You're becoming a piece of 
the background...numb, nodding, and dull, just 
watching others do things you don't understand or 
want. 

You're probably wondering what this has to do 
with Democracy Wall, all this preaching of speaking 
up and not hiding behind apathy and turned cheeks. 
The truth is, this has everything to do with 
Democracy Wall — both the 1978 original, and the 
one that was erected across from the Library May 
19th. 

Both of these Walls were a place for expression, 

for or against things with which you agreed or 
disagreed. Both were a place to question decisions  

and assumptions and blind acceptance. Both were a 
place to put a piece of yourself for others to see 
to say what you mean, whatever that Might be. In 

China, where the original Democracy Wall 
originated, this Wall symbolized something missing 

in the lives of the common people for a long time, 
hundreds of years under dictatorship: expression 
without persecution. 

Unlike the Seaholm Wall, the Wall in China was 
such a success in questioning and criticizing the 
government, and had such a turn out, the 
government took it down quickly. They had been 
encouraging criticism, but only of past events and 
certain leaders. They hadn't expected the people to 
be so enthusiastic 	with this freedom of 	ression, 

A student adds to the Democracy Wall. Many students' 
meaningful thoughts were ruined by hateful remarks. 

and so were overwhelmed. (As a note, the removal 
of the Wall was one of the key events that helped 
shape the atmosphere for the Chinese student-led 
movement of Tiananmen Square.) 

The Seaholm Wall, though, was not taken down 
because of an overwhelmingly positive response. 
On the contrary, the Wall was dismantled because 
the "participation" it excited was so ill advised that 
the Wall was becoming a showcase for immature 
minds. These contributions ranged from swastikas, 
numerous drug references, pointless doodles of cats, 
people making fun of substantive contributions, 
racist remarks, and name-calling. For every piece 
of the Wall that sported a serious comment, three 
other spots on that Wall had pointless or redundant/ 

hateful/ignorant remarks. 

I apologize, on behalf of Ms. Moten and the dass 
that put this together, to those of you reading this 
who did not get a chance to contribute or read what 
was on the Wall. This board was meant for the 
whole school to see and learn.. .for people to 

express thoughts, questions, opinions, doubts or 
uncertainties, and not to worry about the ignorant, 
bitter, insecure and/or immature eyes and words of 
others who can't handle or respect what Freedom 
of Speech should be. 

I apologize also to those of you who did write a 
serious comment only to have it mocked or 
attacked. 

I realize part of what happened was that not 
everyone who took a pen to the Wall understood 
what it was supposed to be. That was our fault. But 
that doesn't change that things were written—that 
were, biased, racist, or simply stupid and ignorant. 

And you know what? Things should not just be 
"that way". Ignorance and immaturity should not 
just be "how High School kids are." People should 
not be getting away with drawing a swastika next to 
the Star of David, or writing racist remarks. People 
should not be just sitting idly by, watching others 
berate or attack ideas or values. Such an immensely 
childish response to something serious should not be 
expected. This is not the way things are supposed to 
be. Do not be the person 

sitting by watching, biting your tongue. Do not 
accept hateful behavior. 

Speak out when you see something wrong. 
Step in when you see something hateful, 
discriminatory, biased, or false. Ask when you don't 
know, look when you can't see, and question when 
you doubt. I know this is preachy, so...lofty, 
idealistic, but life doesn't magically change outside 
High School. The people you watch bullying others, 
mocking the less popular kids, being ignorant, being 
biased, being thoughtless—these people are 
affecting others' lives now. Many of them won't 
change after being handed a diploma. 

It's up to you, me, him, her, us to start making 
changes, in others and ourselves, by something 
simple as as watching our words and our actions. 

Letter to the Editor: The t-uth about Spring musical 
Continued from page 2. 

What, you must wonder, did these students do? 
As many of you must know during one of the final acts 
of the show confetti rained down from the upper 
balcony. Pit orchestra students were merely distracted 
by them and were picking them up, folding and playing 
with them; an act of the utmost sabotage. 

I also recall another event, when I found a good 
friend of mine was heartbrokenly sobbing because she 
had been asked to "get out of the circle" when she had 
tried to get out her instrument. (The circle, for those 
of you who don't know, is a cult cast event where the 
actors perform pre-show rituals). Usually I try to let 
incidents like this blow over my head, but when my 
closest friends get hurt it's time to fight back. 

I remember when one of the directors followed 
the band down into the band room when all of the 
wind instruments had to leave for a symphony band 
rehearsal for band festival, a rehearsal that had been 
scheduled many weeks in advance. We wouldn't even  

have been gone for the entire time of the musical's 
rehearsal, but we did need to rehearse for festival, 
which was just a day away. 

The director followed us down into the band room 
and let loose on our new conductor. It wasn't good 
enough that "they" pushed out the last one, but now 
they apparently feel the need to harass the new one. 

Finally, I wish to comment upon the 
appropriateness of the choice of show. I am not here 
to refute the talents of the leads, however, the purpose 
of a high school musical is to showcase as many 
students as possible, especially outgoing seniors on 
their last tour. 

This year the musical was a biography of a single 
person, and it was carried off beautifully, but when a 
show is chosen to highlight a single person's ability it 
takes away from everyone else in the show. Is this the 
way to put on the best show? Probably. Is this the best 
thing for all the students in the cast? No. 

These are only a few of the occurrences that I 
feel the, need to report. Any more and it would be  

redundant. I simply desire that before I leave Seaholm 
the truth is told about the harsh reality of the musical 
world. The directing staff is given too much control 
and power. They can get away with anything. 

I have itched to say something about the conditions 
I have witnessed for quite some time. Why haven't I 
before now? I was afraid. 

I know that if I were to speak out before I 

graduated I would have suffered the last days of my 
high school life. The leadership of the musical is a 
threat. Mark my words: one day they will push too 
far, and the damage will be irreparable. 

So, Erica, if you feel the need to attack the writer 
of the last article, think twice. The writer may have 
been misinformed, but was anonymous for the his or 
her own safety. But I will have you know that the 
topic was my idea — I take full responsibility. 

I was going to write it, but I was afraid of what 
your directors would do to me. The author of the last 
article simply had the courage to question God, to 
say what dozens have been terrified to say themselves. 



This seasaa's concert lineup bri_gs blasts from the past 
Performances from much loved artists such as Eddie Money, John 

Mellencamp, and Journey will most dffinitely spice up the summer 

• 

season 
ErinThorsby 
News Editor 

Summer means many things, among them warm 

weather, long evenings, and grilled food. There is time 
for friends to get together, and memories to be 
revisited. Yes, summer means nostalgia, and this 
season's summer concert series in the Metro-Detroit 
area brings back old favorites. 

The interesting thing to note is that few chart-
toppers will be touring through Detroit venues this 
year. Whereas last year brought Maroon 5, John Mayer, 
and Britney Spears, this year's schedule shows more 
classic performers and lesser-known acts. 

DTE Energy Music Theater kicks off the season 
with their old standby, Eddie Money, of"Take Me Home 
Tonight" fame. The month of June takes over with Judas 
Priest on June 4th, and the Rascal Flatts performing a 
sold out show on the 11th. Exactly why the Rascal Flatts 
are one of only two sold out shows is beyond 
comprehension, for it would seem impossible to take 
them seriously after their original song, "Walk the 
Llama-Llama", was used The Emperor's New Groove. 

June 18th  provides a difficult choice if you're a fan 
of rock from the 1980s, as Stevie Nicks performs at 
DTE and Oasis performs at Meadowbrook Theatre. 
The end of the month proves the most interesting 

option, as Earth, Wind, & Fire will be sharing the 
DTE stage with Chicago on the 28th. 

July starts off strong on the 2' with John 
Mellencamp (you may know him as "John Cougar" from 
his '80s identity crisis). Mellencamp, of course, will 
have a strong musical selection, but his showmanship 
is sadly lacking. His band is faultless, but Mellencamp 
performed at DTE two years ago for two hours straight 
without one word in appreciation for his adoring 
audience. Other than his enjoyable performance, he 
was silent, which begs the question: why pay $60 to 
sit in an overcrowded pavilion when you can get the 
same performance on a $12 CD? So, if you're a 
Mellencamp fan, but have decided you want a better 
show, I would recommend Creedence Clearwater 
Revisited on the 7th. Same classic rock, better 
entertainers. 

Besides 80's revival music, there is the ever-

popular Warped Tour, returning to the Pontiac 
Silverdome on the 31 of July. Among the dozens of 

bands performing simultaneously will be the Dropkick 
Murphys and MXPX. With this tour, if your favorite 
band is not playing and the cost of gas does not scare 
you, it's easy to trip down to Cleveland or Cincinnati 
on the 21' and 22', where No Use for a Name and 
the All-American Rejects will be playing. 

Once you have recovered from Warped, you could 
gear up for Oz7fest on the 4th  of August at DTE, if 
heavy metal and punk share the same place in your 
heart. 

As August winds down, so do the musical 
selections at DTE. Journey and Clay Aiken will both 
be playing on the 12th  at separate venues, and from 
that point the music becomes significantly mellower. 

Finally—and lucidly, for the student body—the 
only temptation on the first school night of next year 
will be a performance by an Irish step dancing 
company. 

A guide to summer blockbusters: getting the most bang for your buck 
Lisa Lombardi 
Special Ops Editor 

Rejoice, movie fans, for your season has come. 
Outside, the weather may be a sunny 75 degrees, but 
you wouldn't know because inside the air-conditioned 
theaters there's a chilly breeze. While others are 
building their tan, your skin has begun to take on a 
bluish tinge from too much gazing at the big screen. 
While others are sliding down the shades over their 
eyes, your eyeglass prescription needs to be upped 
due to a perpetual case of lateness that has you sitting 
a mere foot from the screen. 

Yes, summertime means the arrival of the Bat, 
Bewitched, and most importantly, all the buzz. Because 
while some advertising execs want you to get to every 
single potential blockbuster out there, we here at the 
Highlander know one cannot spend their entire 
summer working a hellish job simply to pay off your 
ticket debt. So, we bring you a handful of the most 
anticipated movies of the summer 2005 season, with 
a complete breakdown in hopes that you can spend 
your bucks wisely, and just maybe venture outside once 
in a while. 

The LongestYard (May 27) After taking a break 
with serious roles seen in Punch Drunk Love and 

Spanglish, Adam Sandler is back to comedy once again 
with the help of Chris Rock in this remake of the 
1974 Burt Reynolds film of the same name. Sandler 
plays Paul Crewe, a pro quarterback who winds up in 
prison and, while there, must lead a team of inmates 
against the guards in a gridiron match, with Reynolds 

himself making an appearance as an incarcerated coach. 
The original scored some good response from critics, 
so that sets up the potential for this story to go beyond 

its hard-to-swallow concept and score big. However, 
just as remakes can often outdo their originals (see 

Ocean's 11), they can also be overshadowed by their 
predecessor as well (Shaft). Combined, Rock and 
Sandler have the potential to make this film a hit, but 

,Dast the first  

strike they already have against them: giving rapper-
slash-"actor" Nelly a speaking role. 

Cinderella Man (June 3) No one dislikes 
Russell Crowe more than I, but even I'll admit that 

the man can act. Following in the fresh footsteps of 
Million Dollar Baby, Cinderella Man has Crowe taking 
on once again a more physically-taxing role as Jim 
Braddock, a retired boxer who returns to the ring 
during the Great Depression and becomes—
surprise—somewhat of a hero to the public. Inspired 
by a true story, it seems hard for this movie to do 
poorly when its cast and crew include Ron Howard, 
Brian Grazer, Renee Zellweger, and Paul Giamatti. 
However, it does beg the question "Just how sick of 
boxing underdog stories are we?" 

The Sisterhood of theTraveling Pants (June 

3) Fans of the popular book series that features a pair 
of thrift store jeans shared by a group of four friends 
will be clamoring to see their favorite characters come 
to life on screen in what could easily become a trite 
'Friendship! Confidence! Girl power!' story. Ann 
Brashare's story follows Tibby, Lena, Carmen, and 
Bridget as they part ways for a summer, each getting 
a turn to wear the 'Traveling Pants' and record the 
adventures had while wearing them. If Director Ken 
Kwapis can manage to intertwine the stories of these 
four very different girls without giving way to horrid 
cliches of physical comedy or an overly emphasized 
moral, then perhaps for once a film will manage to 
stay true to it's novel's original spirit. 

Batman Begins (June 17) The newest 
installement of Batman has been a long time in the 
making, what with so much potential and so much 
risk attached to the story. In Batman Begins, Director 
Christopher Nolan explores the original hook that 

made Batman so popular: the Dark Knight's, well, dark, 

origins. After witnessing his parents' murder, Bruce 
Wayne becomes obsessed with revenge, traveling the 
world to gain the knowledge and skill it will take to 
bring justice to the world. Unlike the gothic setting 
of Tim 	films,. the cartoonish world seen  

with Joel Schumacker's, Nolan attempts with this 
installment to emphasize the psychological twists that 
created Batman, and this gritty reality may be the 
perfect balance for a Bruce Wayne who's just starting
out. With a solid cast that includes Ken Watanabe and 
Morgan Freeman, Batman Begins also features the creepy 
Scarecrow and Ra's al Ghul as the villains. This film 
may just be able to succeed with both critics and 
fanboys. 

Bewitched (June 24) At least they had enough 
sense not to set it in the real Bewitched universe. 

Instead, Will Ferrell and Nicole Kidman star as two 
actors playing in a contemporary version of the 
Bewitched series. The only catch is that Kidman actually 
is a witch, much like the characters she plays on 
television. I can't help but foresee numerous cutesy 
magic gags and a happy ending romance, but perhaps 
Ferrell can inject some ad-libbed humor to liven up 
what sounds like just another dull remake (Stepford 

Wives, anyone?) with the help of talented cast Steve 
Caren, Amy Sedans, and Shirley MacLaine. 

War of the Worlds (June 29) Based upon the 
H. G. Wells classic novel, Worlds stars Tom Cruise as 

divorced dad caught in the middle of an invasion of 
earth. Billed as a contemporary version of the original, 
this alien movie is much darker and scarier than what 
Director Steven Spielberg was used to with E.T It's 
got aliens. It's got explosions. And, in the scariest move 
of all, it's got Dakota Fanning. If the special effects can 
refrain from becoming too cheesy, this could be the 
perfect late-night flick. 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (July 15) 

Rounding off a lineup of remakes—excuse me, 
reimaginations—is Tim Burton's latest creation with 
the help of Johnny Depp that ups the creep factor on 
the original Gene Wilder version. Sporting a womanly 
bob, Depp breathes his own quirky brand of humor 
into the chocolate chap himself, Willy Wonka. Fans of 
the original may find this update sacrilegious, but fans 
of Depp and Burton's previous collaborations are sure 
to find it as sweet as, an ever lasting gobstopper. 



Name: Andrea English 
Sport(s): Softball/Volleyball 

Poistions(s): Ntcher /Shortstop 
Pets: None 

Grade: Senior 

Favorite Movie: Gladiator /The Notebook 
Favorite TV Show: CR. Las Vegas 

Favorite Number: 19 
Favorite Season: Summer 

Favorite Day: Friday 
Favorite Color: Silver 

Favorite Holiday: Christmas 
Favorite Month: July 

Night or Day: Night 
Mouse or Keyboard: Keyl  

Coke or Pepsi: Pepsi 
Walk or Run: Run 
Rock or Rap: Rap 

Rock, Paper or Scissors: Paper 
Nina, Pinta or Santa Maria: Santa Maria 

Country or Western: Country 
Pen or Pencil: Pencil 
-WAY or .MP3: MP3 

Two trains are traveling in opposite directions on 
the same track. If one leaves Cleveland at 6:30 PM, 
traveling at 55 mph, and the other leaves Detroit 
at 5:45 PM traveling at 40 mph, where and at what 

time will the collide? NEVER 
What are you doing after high school? G 

Albion College and playing softb 
War (huh) what is it good for? En 

Communism and Slave 
How has The Highlander changed your life? Greatly 

Albion College 
Alma College 
Arizona State 
Baker College of Auburn Hills 
Bard College 
Boston University 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Central Michigan University 
Colby- Sawyer College 
Colgate University 
College for Creative Studies 
Colombia College Chicago 
Colorado Northwestern Community College 
Davidson College 
Denison College 
DePauw University 
Eastern Michigan University 
Emory College 
Georgia Tech 
Grand Valley State University 
Hope College 
Indiana University 
John Carroll University 
Johnson County CC 
Kalamazoo College 
Lawrence Tech 
Loyola University Chicago 
McGill University 

Miami University 
Michigan State 
Michigan Tech 
Northern Michigan University 
Northwestern Michigan College 
Oakland University 
Oakland Community College 
Ohio University 
Parsons School of Design 
Queen's University at Kingston, Ontario, Canada 
Salisbury University, Maryland 
School of Art Institute of Chicago 
Schoolcraft College 
Stanford University 
Syracuse University 
University of Detroit Mercy 
University of Michigan 
University of Michigan Dearborn 
University of Colorado 
University of Dayton 
University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign 
University of Oregon 
University of Penn. 
University of South Carolina 
Valparaiso University 
Warren Wilson College 
Wayne State 
Western Michigan University 

EDITORIAL NOTE: The staff of the 
overwhelming response of students, both 
rnent and misuse of the Democracy Wall. 
articies in a single week from students outr 
Unfortunately, we only tiad enough space to 
the amount of students who s o 

tsdovt a 
nlocrac3. 

hiander would like to a.cknowl,- e the 
ex and non-Flex, regarding the mistre 

ander recetv 	tal of four 
e defacement o 

one of the articles. 
e out a ' 	e wail s negative rem 

°I 	of speech,. and, regardless of them 
did, in the end, actiieve a small part of its goal.  

HEARD CLAUDIA WANTS TO 
FRENCH LEUN1 ON THE LAST 

DAY OF SCHOOL SALE:" 

JUST ERIK THIS COUPON IN OR MENTION 

THE COUPON DIXIE ITO ONG TO FRAGE' 

IN STICK, f-SAIE HEMS OVLS 
WIRE 6501IE 

E PB CAISIONTB.acmpfs KA'"AKS &FOOD 

Congratulations Graduating 

Seniors of the Class of 2005 

The following is a list of colleges and universities that the 
class of 2005 has designated as their school of choice. 



Irmr 

In the Highlander editorial system, there are two separate yet equal groups of eclitors: the fres!-.2nan, sopho-
more, and junior editors, who will continue to work on the paper next year, and the seniors, who will gradu-
ate in June. The seniors have been asked to fill out a random survey before they leave. These are their answers. 

Name: Kathryn Elaine Lohr 
Date of birth: July 28, 1987 
Birthplace: Royal Oak, MI 
Pets: One cat, Benjamin 

Favorite newspaper memory: Eric's Taco Bell 
odyssey, the time we googled 'Mean Girls', Jack 
and John's "informative" lectures 

Favorite flavor of ice cream: Chocolate. I'm 

boring, I know. 

Favorite TV shows: House, M.D. , Desperate Housewives 

Lost, CSI, Law and Order 

Who is your favorite teacher? Mrs. Wichers or Mrs. Hall 
Where are you going to college? The I Iniversity of Michigan 
What will you major in? I'm not sure yet 
What will you miss most about Seaholm? Seeing all my friends every day 
Where is the best place you've gone on vacation? Curacao 
If you could travel anywhere in the world, where would you go? The 

Maldives or the Seychelles. 
What are your summer plans? Going to Chicago to see Blue Man Group! 

Single or taken? Single 
If you were a clock, what time would you be? 12:34 
It's Friday night at 9:38 pm. Where are you? Poppleton Park, Lisa's house, at 
home, or out with friends. 
A train from Chicago is traveling at 77 mph. A train from Tallulah is 
traveling at 4 mph in the opposite direction. Where will they meet? Better 

question: Is Tallulah a real city? I think not. 
ErnestW. Seaholm — hot or not? ErnestW. Seaholm is SO hot right now. 

If you were a tree, what tree would you be? A palm tree. 

Name: Lisa Marie Lombardi 
Date of birth: December 1, 1986 
Birthplace: Royal Oak, MI 

Pets: One dog, Apollo 
Favorite newspaper memory: Taking part in 

many a rolling-chair derby, working on the 
newspaper for 6 hours straight, going to see 

Shattered Glass 

Favorite flavor of ice cream: Chunky Monkey 
FavoriteTV shows: The Daily Show, Buffy:TheVampire 

Slayer, Freaks &,Geeks, Scrubs, Lost, Desperate 

Housewives 

Who is your favorite teacher? Mrs. Hall 
Where are you going to college? Syracuse University 
What will you major in? Communications and Business 
What will you miss most about Seaholm? Field Day, the Highlander, off 
topic in-class discussions, the spouting toileton the corner of the second floor 
Where is the best place you've gone on vacation? Playa Del Carmen 
If you could travel anywhere in the world, where would you go? Italy 

What are your summer plans? Chilling out max and relaxing all cool 
Single or taken? Single 
If you were a clock, what time would you be? 9:03 a.m. 
It's Friday night at 9:38 pm. Where are you? At Poppleton Park, Jenna Taylor's 
House, or in the basement of Chez Lombardi 
A train from Chicago is traveling at 77 mph. A train from Tallulah is 
traveling at 4 mph in the opposite direction. Where will they meet? A cafe 

on 47th  street where they'll share some pie and have a nice chat. 
ErnestW. Seaholm — hot or not? Hot 
If you were a tree, what tree would you be? A weeping willow 

Name: Eric Nolan 
Lequesne 
Date of birth: No-

vember 21, 1987 

Birthplace: Southfield 
Pets: A dog, Cole 

Favorite newspaper 
14 

 
memory: Taco Bell 
Favorite flavor of ice 
cream: Mint chocolate 

chip 

Favorite TV show: 
Family Guy 

Name: Samuel Joseph 

Paclilla 

Date of birth: Octo-

ber 31, 1987 

Birthplace: Royal 

— Oak 

Pets: Beauregard & Co. 

Favorite newspaper 
memory: I can't 
narrow it down. 
Favorite flavor of ice 
cream: Chocolate 
Favorite TV show: 
Detroit Sports 

Who is your favorite teacher? Reudeselli 
Where are you going to college? Michigan 
State University 

What will you major in? College 

What will you miss most about Seaholra? My 
friends 

Where is the best place you've gone on 
vacation? Bruce Peninsula, Ontario (4 years in a 

row,winter and summer) 

If you could travel anywhere in the world, 
where would you go? Rocky Mountains 

What are your summer plans? Find a job and 

relax 

Single or taken? Single 

If you were a clock, what time would you be? 
High Noon 

It's Friday night at 9:38 pm. u ere are you? 
Newspaper 
A train from Chicago is traveling at 77 mph. A 
train from TChEllah is traveling at 4 mph 
in the opposite direction. 1There • they 
meet? Oscoda, Michigan 

ErnestW. Seaholm —  hot or not? I don't 

understand the question 

If you were a tree, what tree would you be? 
Maple 

Name: Allison Marie 

Parks 
Date of birth: March 

19, 1987 

Birthplace: 
Providence Hospital 

Pets: Two cats 

Favorite newspaper 
memory: When Jack 
and JV went tanning 
insteadof getting us 
dinner 
Favorite ice cream: 
Peppermint or coffee 

Favorite TV show: 
Gilmore Girls 

o is your favorite teacher? Angott 
Where are you going to college? Indiana 

University 

What will you major in? International Business 

What will you miss most about Seaholm? The 
Japanese Hall 

ere is the best place you've been on 
vacation? Paris 
If you could travel anywhere in the world, 
where would you go? Somewhere in Europe 

What are your summer plans? Going to Hawaii 
Single or taken? Single 

ft 

If you were a clock, what 
11:11 
It's Friday night at 9:38 p.m. Where are you? 
Hanging out with friends 
A train from Chicago is traveling at 77 mph. 
A train from Tallulah is traveling 4 mph in 
the opposite direction. Where 	they 
meet? They will never meet 
ErnestW. Sea is --hot or not? Not 

If you were a tree, what tree would you be? 
A maple tree! 

o is your favorite teacher? Ponch 
ere are you going to college? Michigan 

State University 
What will you major in? I have no idea 

What will you miss most about SeLiolm? My 
friends 

ere is the best place you've gone on 
vacation? Southern France 

If you could travel anywhere in the world, 
where would you go? I would probably go to 

Ireland or italy 

What are your summer plans? Some work and 
play 
Single or taken? Single 
If you were a clock, what time would you be? 
13:27 

It's Friday night at 9:38 p.m. Where are you? 
A train from Chicago is traveling at 77 mph. 
A train from Tallulah is traveling at 4 mph in 
the opposite direction. Where will they 
meet? Sometime in the year 1337 

ErnestW. Seaholm--hot or not? Do you even 

have to ask? 

If you were a tree, what tree would you be? 
A tall one 

SI e would you be? 
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Created with EclipseCrossword - wwvv.eclipsecrossword.com  

Across 
1. 	Type of meal often consumed at graduation parties, Fourth of July celebrations, and family gatherings. 
4. 	On August 20th, over 1,000 classic cars will be on display for the 	 
9. 	The perfect snack for when viewing slimmer blockbusters. 
10. 	Occasion held ridiculously early in the morning for the senior class. 
15. 	In 1975, this movie stopped people from going to the beach for years. 
17. 	The lesser-known local fair that features a male beauty pageant. 
18. 	Michael Bower portrayed this loveably large camper in the series "Salute Your Shorts". 
22. 	Location for fun in the sun. 
23. 	The roller coaster capital of the world. 
25. When cooling down with this popular toy, avoid being anywhere near concrete. 
26. Furry friend who taught us that "Only you can prevent forest fires." 
27. When read by the c.anapfie, this author's works will give you Goosebumps. 

Do 
2. 	The Dark Knight is reinvented once again in this prequel. 
3. 	Fun place for four-legged friends found at Springdale. 
5. 	The fun could go on forever at this party for grads. 
6. 	Cons of this summer job include: heavy lifting, the hot sun, and obnoxious country club members. 
7. 	On June 5th, this ceremony bids farewell to the calls of 2005. 
8. 	An 'electric' venue for musical acts and artists. (abbv.) 
10. 	This BBAC event is the 'peak' of summer art shows. 
11. The 'healthy' ice cream sundae. 
12. 	Sport preferred by Grandpas and teenagers alike. 
13. 	These American Idiots are coming to the Palace this September. 
14. 	Travel back in time at this historical park. 
16. 	"I'll gladly pay you Tuesday for a 	today?' 
19. 	Best place to pretend you're a prairie dog. 
20. Name for watered-down Kool-Aid often served at summer camp. 
21. Fast food joint awesome enough to give out free frosties recently. 
24. The Detroit team which may or may not suck this year. 
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